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SUMMARY

Detecting visual features in the environment is crucial for animals’ survival. The superior colliculus (SC) is
implicated in motion detection and processing, whereas how the SC integrates visual inputs from the two
eyes remains unclear. Using in vivo electrophysiology, we show that mouse SC containsmany binocular neu-
rons that display robust ocular dominance (OD) plasticity in a critical period during early development, which
is similar to, but not dependent on, the primary visual cortex. NR2A- and NR2B-containing N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA) receptors play an essential role in the regulation of SC plasticity. Blocking NMDA receptors
can largely prevent the impairment of predatory hunting caused by monocular deprivation, indicating that
maintaining the binocularity of SC neurons is required for efficient hunting behavior. Together, our studies
reveal the existence and function of OD plasticity in SC, which broadens our understanding of the develop-
ment of subcortical visual circuitry relating to motion detection and predatory hunting.

INTRODUCTION

During early postnatal development, ocular dominance (OD)

plasticity in the primary visual cortex (V1) is one of the most thor-

oughly studied and well-characterized models for experience-

dependent refinement of the circuital and synaptic plasticity.1,2

In carnivores and primates, OD plasticity is confined to a specific

time window called the critical period,3–5 whereas in mice, OD

shifts can be induced in the binocular zone of the V1 for a short

duration of monocular deprivation (MD) in juveniles and for a long

duration in adults.5,6 During the past half century, the underlying

mechanism of V1 OD plasticity has been well illustrated. Accord-

ing to the prevailing view, OD plasticity is considered to occur

exclusively at the cortical level,7,8 which is absent in subcortical

visual areas such as the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus

(dLGN).9–12 However, this dogma has been challenged by recent

works indicating that the dLGN does express OD plasticity.13–16

MD during early development shifts the relative contralateral and

ipsilateral responses of thalamocortical neurons, which requires

the expression of the GABAA receptor a1 subunit.14

The superior colliculus (SC) is a mammalian homolog of the

optic tectum, a major retinofugal target and vision processing

center, as well as an evolutionarily conserved midbrain structure

for multimodal integration17,18 and sensorimotor transforma-

tion.19–22 Although the SC has long been held as a sensory infor-

mation integrator responsible for the initiation of eye and head

movement toward visual targets,23,24 it was largely neglected

in the study of OD plasticity. Approximately 80% dLGN-projec-

ting retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) also send axon collateral to

the SC, which could provide a neural basis for binocular re-

sponses and competitive OD plasticity in the SC.13,25 While a se-

ries of studies have reported functional and structural plasticity in

the optic tectum of tadpole Xenopus, which forms binocular

vision through a very different pathway that is not direct from

the retina,26–29 few investigations have been performed on the

OD plasticity of mammalian SC.
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In the current study, using in vivo electrophysiology, we exam-

ined the OD plasticity in mouse SC. We found that pronounced

OD shifts could be induced in SC binocular neurons with 4-day

MD and that this plasticity was confined to a well-defined critical

period. In addition, this subcortical plasticity was not due to cor-

ticofugal projection to SC. OD plasticity in SC was dependent on

NMDA receptors, the blocking of which partially prevented the

deficits of hunting efficiency after MD during the critical period.

Together, our findings reveal that the visual experience-depen-

dent maturation of subcortical sensory circuits directly affected

the visually driven innate behavior, the detailed mechanism of

which requires further investigation.

Figure 1. SC shows a stronger contralateral

bias than V1

(A) Schematic of visual stimulus paradigm.

(B) Schematic of eye specificity (contralateral and

ipsilateral) in which visual stimuli were presented.

(C) Top: typical location of electrodes in SC of an

example mouse, superimposed on ‘‘The Mouse

Brain.’’ Bottom left: a coronal section showing

electrode track in the SC. The electrodewas dipped

with a lipophilic dye (DiI, 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30, 30-
tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate), allow-

ing post hoc visualization of the electrode’s path;

the borders and layers of the SC are demarcated

with dashed white lines. Scale bar, 1,000 mm. Bot-

tom right: locally enlarged image showing the detail

of the electrode track. Scale bar, 300 mm.

(D) Examples of spike raster plots (for all directions)

and peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs, for all di-

rections and preferred direction) of an SC neuron in

response to full-field drifting gratingwithcontralateral

(left) and ipsilateral eye (right). Solid lines indicate

0–1.5 s after the onset of drifting grating stimulation.

(E) Top: schematic of recording site in binocular

V1 of an example mouse, superimposed on ‘‘The

Mouse Brain.’’ Bottom left: a coronal section

showing electrode track in the V1; the borders of

the V1 are demarcated with dashed white lines.

Scale bar, 1,000 mm. Bottom right: locally enlarged

image showing the detail of the electrode track.

Scale bar, 300 mm.

(F) Examples of spike raster plots (for all directions)

and PSTHs (for all directions and preferred direction)

of a V1 neuron in response to full-field drifting grating

with contralateral (left) and ipsilateral eye (right).

(G and H) Distribution of OD scores for SC (G, 461

cells from 9mice) and V1 (488 cells from 10mice) of

normal P28 mice.

(I) Mean CBIs for SC and V1 of normal P28 mice.

Open circles represent individual CBIs for each

animal. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Mann-

Whitney U test.

****p < 0.0001.

RESULTS

Binocular neurons in mouse SC
showed a stronger contralateral
bias than V1
To assess eye-specific responses to vi-

sual stimuli, we performed in vivo electro-

physiological recordings with 16-channel silicon probes in the

SC of anesthetized postnatal day 28 (P28) mice, in response to

full-field drifting grating (1.5 s) applied at varying orientations to

either eye (Figures 1A and 1B). Despite being dominated by

the contralateral stimulation,30 we observed that a great amount

of visually responsive SC cells displayed binocular responses

(Figures 1C, 1D, and S1G), which is largely consistent with a

recently published study.31 To compare the SC binocular neu-

rons with the V1, we performed similar recordings in the V1

binocular zone (Figures 1E and 1F). We calculated the OD score

from the binocular neurons of the SC and V1, which was quanti-

tatively attributed to each neuron based on the response to
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Figure 2. The critical period for OD plasticity in mouse SC

(A) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal (246 cells from 7 mice) and 2-day MD mice (193 cells from 5 mice) starting at P28.

(B) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal and 4-day MD mice (412 cells from 12 mice) starting at P28.

(C) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal and 8-dayMDmice (146 cells from 5mice) starting at P28. Note that the age of the control mice is the same as the

MD mice.

(D) Mean CBIs of all groups shown in (A)–(C). Open circles represent individual CBIs for each animal.

(E) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal (203 cells from 4 mice) and 2-day MD mice (131 cells from 4 mice) starting at P60.

(F) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal and 4-day MD mice (185 cells from 4 mice) starting at P60.

(G) Distribution of OD scores for SC from normal and 8-day MD mice (179 cells from 4 mice) starting at P60.

(H) Mean CBIs of all groups are shown in (E)–(G). Open circles represent individual CBIs for each animal.

(legend continued on next page)
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visual stimulation of either eye, and the distribution of the OD

score was summarized with the contralateral bias index (CBI).

We found the V1 CBI value was consistent with previous litera-

ture (0.66 ± 0.03; Figures 1H and 1I).5,32 Consistent with the re-

sults that only �5% the anatomical inputs are ipsilateral in the

SC,30 we found that the SC exhibited a stronger contralateral

bias than the V1 (0.79 ± 0.03; Figures 1G and 1I).

It is interesting to note that the binocular neurons in the SC we

observed seemed more abundant than previously thought. To

confirm that the binocular neurons we recorded are indeed

binocular, and not due to artifacts such as light leakage, we per-

formed a control experiment to occlude both eyes during the

recording in the SC and V1. We found that with both eyes

occluded, the visual responses dropped to zero, indicating

that the eye occlusion method was valid and complete (Figures

S1A–S1F). We also quantified all the neurons we recorded in

the SC and revealed that the majority of the SC neurons were

dominated by the contralateral input, and no ipsilateral-only

responsive neurons were observed (Figure S1G), consistent

with the literature.18,30,33

To better examine the location of the SC binocular neurons,

we expanded our recording sites to cover the whole SC as

much aswe could and performed reconstruction of the electrode

trackwith DiI staining after recording. Interestingly, we found that

binocular responses can be recorded in the anterior, middle, and

posterior portions of the SC and that they can also be recorded in

both medial and lateral portions of the SC (Figure S2). For the

whole SC, the localization of the binocular neurons almost

spanned the whole SC, but generally speaking, the anterior SC

showed a higher binocular neuron density compared to other

regions of the SC (Figure S3). Therefore, we only included the

anterior SC (Figure 1C) in the following analysis, which was

considered as the binocular part of SC. And only the binocular

SC neurons with clear contralateral and ipsilateral responses

were analyzed (see STAR Methods for details).

A developmental critical period for OD plasticity existed
in mouse SC binocular neurons
Sincewe recorded a large number of binocular neurons inmouse

SC, it is interesting to ask if these SC binocular neurons are

developmentally regulated by visual experience, similar to the

V1.5 To test this, we performed SC recordings in both normally

reared and MD juvenile mice (P28). We found that 2-day MD

had little effect (0.74 ± 0.04; Figures 2A and 2D), whereas

4- (0.51 ± 0.06) and 8-day MD (0.40 ± 0.01) starting at P28 signif-

icantly shifted the OD toward the ipsilateral eye, concurrent with

a significant decline of CBI (Figures 2B–2D). Our findings re-

vealed that extensive OD plasticity took place in mouse SC dur-

ing early postnatal development.

It has been shown that the robust OD shift in juvenile V1

induced by brief MD (4 days) can still be elicited by longer pe-

riods of MD in adult mice.6,34,35 To ask whether the same is

true for the SC, we examined the effects of different periods of

MD (2, 4, and 8 days) on the SC in adult mice (P60). Like in the

V1, 8-day MD significantly shifted OD distribution in favor of

the ipsilateral (open) eye (0.50 ± 0.06; Figures 2G and 2H),

whereas brief 2- (0.81 ± 0.01) and 4-day MD (0.76 ± 0.04) did

not significantly change the average CBI at this age (Figures

2E, 2F, and 2H).

Since we observed different effects of a brief, 4-dayMDbegin-

ning at P28 and P60, we wanted to examine the developmental

changes of SCODplasticity andwhether it was confined to a crit-

ical period like the V1.5 To test this, we performed MD at the

following ages, P21, P22, P28, P32, and P33, and did electro-

physiological recordings 4 days later. We found that the maximal

effects of MD were caused by 4-day MD starting at P28 (Fig-

ure 2I). A slight but significant shift toward the open ipsilateral

eye was observed at P22 (Figures S4C and S4D), whereas at

P21, the difference was not significant (Figures S4A and S4B).

The magnitude and reliability of shifts induced by 4-day MD

dropped rapidly after the peak of the period of susceptibility.

MD at P32 can still induce a significant shift toward the ipsilateral

eye (Figures S4E and S4F), whereas, at P33, there were no signif-

icant differences between MD and control animals (Figures S4G

and S4H). The above results revealed a critical period for OD

plasticity in the SC, which was largely in agreement with a previ-

ous report characterizing the critical period in the V1 (Figure 2J).5

Spine morphological transitions in SC showed similar
developmental regulation to critical-period plasticity
Previous studies have shown that dendritic spine morphological

transitions may provide a structural basis for synaptic plas-

ticity.36–39 To examine the developmental profile of dendritic

protrusions in the SC, we used the fluorescent marker DiI to

characterize the developmental alterations in the morphology

of dendritic spines in SC slices. We qualified filopodia, stubby,

thin, and mushroom spines according to their shape and size,

as described previously (Figure 3A).38,40 Similar to the trend

observed in other brain regions, an age-related decline in den-

dritic spine abundance was observed in mouse SC (P13:

21.59 ± 1.14/10 mm, P28: 16.21 ± 0.53/10 mm, P60: 12.00 ±

0.75/10 mm; Figures 3B and 3C). Filopodial-type and thin spine

densities at P60 were significantly lower than P13 and P28 (filo-

podial type: P13: 3.82 ± 0.49/10 mm, P28: 2.16 ± 0.40/10 mm,

P60: 0.80 ± 0.21/10 mm; thin: P13: 5.84 ± 0.64/10 mm, P28:

4.64 ± 0.23/10 mm, P60: 2.49 ± 0.60/10 mm; Figures 3D and

3E), whereas stubby- and mushroom-type spine densities

trended upward with age (stubby: P13: 1.00 ± 0.26/10 mm,

P28: 2.36 ± 0.28/10 mm, P60: 3.24 ± 0.34/10 mm; mushroom:

P13: 1.11 ± 0.18/10 mm, P28: 1.61 ± 0.27/10 mm, P60: 2.74 ±

0.15/10 mm; Figures 3F and 3G). These results demonstrated

that developmental stages in the SC are accompanied by

changes in spine morphology (Figure 3H).

We wonder if the changes of SC spine morphology with age

are really associatedwith ODplasticity. To investigate how visual

deprivation affects spine morphology in the SC, MD via eyelid

(I) Mean CBIs for normal (open circle) and 4-day MD mice (filled box) at various ages.

(J) Mean DCBI for SC (blue) and V1 (red) between Ctrl and 4-day MD mice at different ages.

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for (D) and (H) and unpaired two-sided t test for (I). **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and

****p < 0.0001.
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closure of the contralateral eye was performed at P13, P28, and

P60. 4 days after MD, we examined the spine morphology in SC

brain slices and found the total spine density was significantly

reduced compared to non-deprived control mice only in the

age group of P28 but not in P13 or P60 (Figures S5A–S5C).

The proportions of filopodia, stubby, thin, and mushroom spines

were not significantly altered by MD in any age group (Fig-

ure S5D). Taken together, these results reveal the impact of

MD on the pruning of the SC spines during the critical period

of development, indicating that SC spine morphology could

reflect its OD plasticity.

SC OD plasticity was not due to corticofugal projection
The SC’s visual response is determined by multiple sources of

synaptic inputs, including the convergent inputs from bottom-

Figure 3. Spinemorphological transitions in

SC are developmentally regulated

(A) Schematic representation of four types of spine

morphologies.

(B) Representative images of a three-dimensional

stack of SC dendrites at different ages (P13, P28,

P60). Colored arrowheads point to protrusions

that are analyzed further in the below panels. Scale

bars, 10 mm.

(C) Quantification of total number of spines per

10-mm dendrites at different ages (7 mice per

group). Spine densities were calculated by quan-

tifying the number of spines per 10-mm dendritic

length. The averaged spine density of each mouse

was counted by the mean value of five sections.

Open circles represent each animal.

(D) Quantification of the number of filopodial-like

spine densities at different ages (9 mice per

group).

(E) Quantification of the number of thin-type spine

densities at different ages (9 mice per group).

(F) Quantification of the number of stubby-type

spine densities at different ages (7 mice per

group).

(G) Quantification of the number of mushroom-

type spine densities at different ages (7 mice per

group).

(H) The mean percentage of the four types of

spines varies with age (7 mice per age).

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way

ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for (C)–(G).

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ****p <0.0001.

up retinofugal projection and retinotopi-

cally organized top-down corticofugal

projection from the V1.41–48 Previous

studies demonstrated that inactivation

of the V1 reduced looming-evoked re-

sponses in many superficial SC neurons

of awake, but not anesthetized, mice.49

The corticofugal projection from layer

5 of the mouse V1 to the SC was

shown to drive the light-induced arrest

behavior.50 Consistent with previous

studies,48,51 we injected cholera toxin

subunit B with Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate (CTB594) in the SC

and found retrogradely labeled neurons in the V1 (Figures 4A

and 4B). The scale and timing of the OD shift in the SC is similar

to the V1; thus, it is reasonable to ask if the SC OD plasticity we

observed could be directly inherited from the V1. To test this, we

pharmacologically inactivated V1 ipsilateral to the recorded SC

by topical application of the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol

(5 mM, Bio-Techne) to the brain surface, as described previ-

ously.13 We recorded directly from deep layers of V1 (>500 mm)

and found that muscimol almost completely abolished the

spiking activities within 4–6 h (Figure 4C). However, the CBIs of

SC binocular cells fromMDmice were not affected by muscimol

administration (0.50 ± 0.02; Figures 4D, S6A, and S6B). It is

possible that the corticofugal projection affected the SCOD shift

during the MD period, which cannot be tested with acute
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muscimol silencing. To further test this, we conducted excito-

toxic lesions in the V1 with NMDA injection52,53 at P20 and MD

starting at P28 and performed recordings at P32. NMDA lesion

induced significant neuronal loss in the V1 (Figures 4E and 4F),

and the neuronal firing was significantly reduced to near baseline

(0.73 ± 0.08 spikes/s; Figure 4G). Our results revealed that a sig-

nificant shift toward the ipsilateral (open) eye still occurred after

NMDA inhibition of the V1 (0.46 ± 0.03; Figures 4H and S6C–

S6E). Taken together, these results of acute V1 inactivation

and prolonged V1 lesions suggested that the SC OD shifts

were neither directly inherited nor indirectly affected by the V1.

These results indicated that although the V1 is capable of

providing top-down modulation of visual processing and is likely

engaged in some visually guided behaviors, it may not be amajor

source of OD shifts in the SC.

Another major visual input source to the SC is the retina. The

retinofugal input is important for the development and feature

selectivity in the SC,54,55 and it has been shown that retinal input

can remodel after visual deprivation in mouse dLGN.56,57 Thus,

to answer if retinal input to the SC also undergoes remodeling

Figure 4. SC OD plasticity is not due to corticofugal projection

(A and B) Representative fluorescence images of CTB594 injection site in SC (A) and retrograde-labeled neurons in V1 (B), with DAPI staining cells. Scale

bar, 100 mm.

(C) Summary plot of spike firing rate before and after muscimol administration (18 cells from 6mice). Muscimol administration was able to silence all the recorded

neurons in all directions.

(D) Mean CBIs for the SC of 4-day MD P28 mice before and after muscimol administration (5 mice). Open circles represent individual CBIs for each animal.

(E and F) Nissl-stained tissue section for vehicle (E) and NMDA (F) administration groups. Scale bar, 1,000 mm. The bottom images show enlarged views of the

rectangle region in the top images. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(G) Summary plot of spike firing rate between vehicle (Ctrl, 266 cells from 6 mice) and NMDA (MD, 203 cells from 5 mice) administration groups in V1.

(H) The mean CBIs for SC are from vehicle (Ctrl, 207 cells from 4mice), vehicle (MD, 127 cells from 4mice), and NMDA (MD, 192 cells from 4mice) administration

groups.

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Paired t test for (C), Mann-Whitney U test for (D), unpaired t test for (G), and one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for

(H). ****p < 0.0001.
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Figure 5. Hyaluronidase treatment does not reinstate functional plasticity in adult SC

(A) Schematic of the experimental procedure.

(B) The representative image of vehicle and hyaluronidase administration in SC. Scale bars, 20 mm.

(C) Distribution of OD scores for the SC of vehicle (346 cells from four mice) and hyaluronidase-treated (412 cells from four mice) groups.

(legend continued on next page)
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after MD during the SC critical period, we injected two CTB dyes

into mouse two eyes, respectively, with different fluorescent

colors, together with 4-day MD starting at P16, P22, P30, and

P60, and then imaged the SC slices to measure the fluorescent

intensity, which represents the density of retinal axon terminals.

Interestingly, we found that for the MD mice, the density of the

contralateral retinal input was significantly reduced compared

to control animals only in the age groups of P22 and P30 but

not in the age groups of P16 and P60 (Figures S6F and S6G).

This result suggests the retinofugal input to the SC indeed re-

modeled afterMD during the critical period, indicating that retinal

input remodeling could contribute to SC OD plasticity.

Hyaluronidase treatment could not reinstate OD
plasticity in adult SC
The expression profile of perineuronal nets (PNNs) has been

widely studied in many areas of the central nervous system of

various animal species.58–60 PNNs are unique extracellular ma-

trix structures that wrap around many mature neurons in the

brain, especially GABAergic neurons expressing the calcium-

binding protein parvalbumin (PV), and restrict experience-

dependent cortical plasticity.61,62 To examine the impact of the

degradation of PNNs on the reactivation of OD plasticity in the

adult SC, we delivered hyaluronidase (Hya) into the mouse brain

(Figure 5A), which was shown to degrade core components of

the PNNs to promote V1 plasticity (Figure 5B) without inducing

significant proliferation of astrocytes and microglia.63 Interest-

ingly, Hya treatment was not able to reinstate SC OD plasticity,

as revealed by no significant difference in OD distribution and

CBI value compared to vehicle-treated adult mice with 4-day

MD (0.67 ± 0.05; Figures 5C and 5D).

The different regulation of adult OD plasticity in the V1 and SC

via PNN degradation has several possible interpretations. First,

the SC may not express as many PNNs as the V1; second,

PNNsmay regulatedifferentneuron types in theV1andSC,which

have distinct roles in the regulation of OD plasticity. To ask how

PNNs are expressed during the postnatal development ofmouse

SC and whether adult PNNs exert powerful inhibitory control of

the SC, we applied WFA (wisteria floribunda agglutinin), a

frequently used lectin that directly binds to N-acetylgalactos-

amine of polysaccharide glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains of

chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs), to characterize the

distribution pattern of PNNs. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-

WFA revealed the differential distribution of PNNs in the SC and

V1. In the V1, the middle layer possessed the highest relative

PNN density, while the upper and deep layers had lower but still

substantial densities (Figure 5F), whereas in the SC,WFA expres-

sion is concentrated in a discrete sublamina of the superficial

layer with weaker or even noWFA in the deeper layer (Figure 5E).

Significant differenceswere observed in the density of PNN+cells

in the SC (560.50 ± 77.78/mm2) versus the V1 (1,129.10 ± 54.48/

mm2; Figure 5G). This suggests that our first interpretation is

valid. Next, to examine the PNN effects on specific cell types,

we triple labeledPNN, PV, andGABAand found significant differ-

ences in the density of PNN+ PV+GABA+ colocalized cells be-

tween the V1 (73.54 ± 9.18/mm2) and the SC (25.42 ± 4.01/

mm2; Figure 5H). Furthermore, we observed a higher proportion

of PV+GABA+ colocalized neurons in PV+ neurons in the adult

V1 (85.25% ± 3.79%), whereas in the SC, the colocalization

rate was significantly lower (68.87% ± 5.90%; Figure 5I), consis-

tentwithpreviousstudiesshowing thatPVcells in theSCcouldbe

both excitatory and inhibitory.64,65 A similar tendency was also

observed in the percentage of PNN+ PV+GABA+ cells in PNN+

PV+ cells (SC: 46.05% ± 6.84%, V1: 78.29% ± 3.34%; Figure 5J),

suggesting that unlike theV1, in theSC, a largeportion of thePNN

and PV colocalized cells are excitatory neurons. This suggests

that our second interpretation is also valid.

Since PNN+ cells did not regulate SCOD plasticity, we wanted

to know what other cell types could be regulators for it. It is

known that the NRG1-ErbB4 signaling pathway is essential for

the functions of GABAergic neurons in both the hippocampus

and neocortex.66 The mice lacking the NRG1 or ErbB4 gene

show significant deficits in migration, axon and dendrite devel-

opment, and synaptogenesis of interneurons. Recent studies

found that NRG1-ErbB4 signaling can regulate the neuroplastic-

ity of PV+ inhibitory neurons in the V1.67,68 Meanwhile, the

expression of NRG1 is high in the critical period of the V1 but

is reduced in adulthood, suggesting that it may be a key mole-

cule involved in the regulation of OD plasticity. To compare the

participation of PV+ and NRG1+ cells in the OD plasticity of the

V1 and SC, we did double labeling of PV and NRG1 and

measured their density and colocalization after MD in juvenile

mice (Figures S7A–S7D). We found that MD induced a significant

decrease of PV+ cell density in the V1, but not in the SC

(Figures S7E and S7F), consistent with the above result that

PV+ cells in the SC may have multiple roles. Interestingly, after

MD, the PV+NRG1+ cell density decreased in both the SC and

V1, suggesting that they participated in OD plasticity (Figures

S7G and S7H). Considering PV+ cell density also decreased in

the V1, this result indicates that the PV+NRG1+ double-labeled

cells might play a more substantial role in the regulation of SC

OD plasticity than they did in the V1.

SC OD plasticity was both NR2B- and NR2A dependent
In both the V1 and hippocampus,69,70 a developmental change

of expression of NR2A- and NR2B-containing NMDA receptors

(D) Mean CBIs of both groups are shown in (C). Open circles represent individual CBIs for each animal.

(E) Example image of the SC staining with FITC-wisteria floribunda agglutinin (WFA; green), Alexa 555 anti-parvalbumin antibody (PV; red), GABA antibody

(GABA; white), and DAPI (blue) in P60 mice. The right image shows an enlarged view of the rectangle region.Scale bar, 100 mm.

(F) Example image of the binocular V1 staining with antibodies as in (E) in P60 mice. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(G) Quantification of the density of PNN+ cells in SC and V1 (32 sections from 8 mice). The average cell density of each mouse was counted by the mean value of

four sections.

(H) Quantification of the density of PV+PNN+GABA+ in SC and V1 (32 sections from 8 mice).

(I) Quantification of the percentage of PV+GABA+ cells in PV+ neurons in SC and V1 (32 sections from 8 mice).

(J) Quantification of the percentage PV+PNN+GABA+ cells in PV+PNN+ neurons in SC and V1 (32 sections from 8 mice).

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Mann-Whitney U test for (D) and (G)–(J). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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is thought to underlie the synaptic plasticity during early post-

natal development.71–75 Previous studies have linked NMDA re-

ceptor function to synaptic refinement after eye opening in the

superficial layers of the SC in vitro.76 Therefore, we asked

whether the composition of NMDA receptors can regulate the

OD plasticity of the developing SC in vivo. To find the develop-

mental changes of NMDA receptor subunit composition, SC tis-

sues were prepared at different postnatal ages (P13, P28, P60)

and processed for western blot analysis. The result revealed that

in the SC, the NR2A expression level increased approximately

2-fold from P13 to P28, which is the peak of the SC critical period

plasticity, and became more prevalent in adult mice (P13:

1.00 ± 0.15, P28: 2.03 ± 0.16, P60: 2.63 ± 0.38; Figure 6A). In

Figure 6. SC OD plasticity is both NR2A-

and NR2B dependent

(A) Cropped images and quantifications of immu-

noblotting for NR2A protein expression in SC over

development (10 mice per group). GAPDH was

used as the internal standard.

(B) Cropped images and quantifications of immu-

noblotting for NR2B protein expression in SC over

development (9 mice per group).

(C) Schematic of the experimental procedure.

(D–F) Distribution of OD scores for the SC of the

Ctrl (D, 216 cells from 6 mice), vehicle (E, 271 cells

from 6 mice), and NMDAR antagonist CPP (F, 192

cells from 5 mice) groups.

(G and H) Distribution of OD scores for the SC

of local infusion of NR2A antagonists TCN 201 (G,

204 cells from 5 mice) and NR2B antagonist Ro

25-6981 (H, 127 cells from 4 mice) groups.

(I) A summary of the CBIs in each aforementioned

group. Open circles represent individual CBIs for

each animal.

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way

ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for (A), (B), and

(I). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

contrast, the more prevalent subunit at

the onset of the critical period, NR2B,

decreased progressively from P13 to P28

and was maintained at a low level

throughout adulthood (P13: 1.00 ± 0.19,

P28: 0.44 ± 0.08, P60: 0.41 ± 0.06; Figure

6B), similar to the results reported in the

V1.72,75

Daily injection of the NMDA receptor

antagonist CPP ((RS)-3-(2-Carboxypiper-

azin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid) into

the SC prevented OD shift at P28

(0.70 ± 0.02; Figures 6D, 6F, and 6I). To

distinguish the contributions of the

NR2A andNR2B subunits on SCODplas-

ticity, we used an osmotic pump to locally

infuse the NR2A antagonist TCN 201, the

NR2B antagonist Ro 25-6981, or vehicle

(artificial cerebrospinal fluid [ACSF] solu-

tion) daily into the SC of P28 mice

throughout the 4-day MD (Figure 6C).

Strikingly, the OD shift was partially blocked by NR2B and

NR2A antagonists alone, resulting in a modest reduction of

CBI, which was the intermediate between the control and vehicle

groups (TCN 201: 0.51 ± 0.03, Ro 25-6981: 0.54 ± 0.02;

Figures 6E and 6G–6I). Collectively, these findings revealed

that NR2A- and NR2B-containing NMDA receptors together

played a substantial role in OD plasticity of the developing SC.

Blocking the NMDA receptor in SC partially prevented
the predatory impairments after the MD
It was reported that successful predatory hunting in mice re-

quires both SC77 and binocular vision,78,79 raising the possibility

that binocular-related OD plasticity within the SC plays a critical
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Figure 7. Blocking NMDA receptor in SC partially restores impaired predatory hunting efficiency after MD

(A) Schematic of the behavioral paradigm to monitor predatory hunting in mice.

(B) Schematic of the procedure for testing hunting efficiency after MD and drug infusion.

(C) Example micrographs showing the cannula track demarcated with dashed white lines. Scale bar, 1,000 mm.

(D) Quantitative analyses of latency to attack for Ctrl and MD mice (9 mice for each group). Each circle indicates an individual mouse.

(legend continued on next page)
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role in this behavior. To explore whether the OD plasticity in

mouse SC can influence hunting efficiency, we set up a para-

digm to quantitatively analyze predatory hunting in mice. The

hunting test began with the introduction of a cricket (prey) to a

mouse (predator) in an arena, and the mouse behavior was re-

corded using an overhead camera (Figure 7A).

We performed MD from P28 until P32 to induce OD shift (Fig-

ure 7B). MD mice took a longer time (Ctrl: 16.00 ± 4.89 s, MD:

74.33 ± 21.77 s; Figure 7D) to initiate the attack compared to

Ctrls, consistent with previous results.78,80 To confirm whether

hunting efficiency was influenced by the OD shift in the SC or

V1, we conducted pharmacological bilateral lesions of either

V1 or SC with NMDA at P28.52 We found that NMDA lesion in

the bilateral V1 did not affect impaired hunting efficiency after

MD, as the animals still showed a higher latency to attack

(97.89 ± 27.80 s; Figure 7E). However, when NMDA was bilater-

ally injected into lesioned SC, almost none of the mice (2/10)

could successfully capture the crickets after behavioral training,

confirming the critical role of the SC in predatory hunting.77,81

Furthermore, to inhibit the OD shift in the SC after MD, we in-

jected CPP into the SC daily during the MD period (Figure 7C)

and found that the latency for MD mice to attack crickets signif-

icantly reduced (69.67 ± 8.44 s; Figure 7F), suggesting that the

impairment after MD was partially prevented by CPP injection

in the SC. It should be noted that the CPP administration did

not change the neuronal firing rates in the SC (Figure S8).

The reduction of attack latency in MDmice could be explained

by impairments in either the precise localization of the prey

(visual cue) or the motivation to hunt the prey. To differentiate

these two possibilities, we further quantify the distance the

mice traveled from introduction to the first bite/contact (Fig-

ure S9). We found that MD significantly increased the distance

to attack (Ctrl: 23.06 ± 5.73 cm, MD: 154.10 ± 39.31 cm; Fig-

ure 7G), but NMDA lesion in the bilateral V1 did not change

this trend (194.70 ± 49.51 cm; Figure 7H), while CPP treatment

in the SC significantly reduced the distance to attack for MD

mice (110.40 ± 16.27 cm; Figure 7I). In addition, both attack

duration and attack frequency are not affected by MD, NMDA,

or CPP administration (Figure S10). These results suggest that

the effect of MD was not due to an impairment in the hunting

motivation.

To further confirm that the effects of MD were due to the

impairment in the precise localization of the visual cue, but not

of other sensory inputs, we repeated the above behavioral test

in a completely dark environment, with whiskers removed, or a

combination of the two. We found that reduced hunting effi-

ciency after MD only existed in a normal light environment and

was absent without visual cues (Figure S11), confirming that

the MD-induced SC-related predatory efficiency reduction was

mediated through visual inputs.82 In addition, since the training

period in the above behavioral paradigm was coincidental with

the MD period, the deficits could be due to insufficient training.

To rule out this possibility, we performed another experiment in

which the MD mice were trained with both eyes open after the

MD period and found that significant increases in latency to

attack still existed (Figure S12), suggesting they could not be

due to the difference between monocular or binocular training

processes. Taken together, MD severely impaired predatory

hunting efficiency, and this deficit could be partially prevented

by blocking the OD shift in the SC.

DISCUSSION

In addition to prevailing models of V1 OD plasticity, in the current

study, we demonstrated that the changes in eye-specific re-

sponses after MD also occurred in the SC. Periods of MD as

short as 4 days produced a robust shift in the responsiveness

of SC binocular neurons toward the non-deprived eye, and these

effects were restricted to a time window similar to the V1 critical

period. OD shift in the SC could specifically reduce predatory

hunting efficiency, with no effects on attack or consumption

phases, and this deficit could be partially prevented byNMDA re-

ceptor blockade.

Prevalence of binocularity in mouse SC
Most previous studies in the rodent SC suggest minimal binoc-

ular interactions30,83; in contrast, our results found that a surpris-

ing proportion of the neurons in mouse SC exhibited binocular

response, suggesting that binocular interactions in mouse SC

aremore prevalent than previously assumed, which is consistent

with a recent publication.31 The discrepancy with the previous

literature could be due to the improvement of the data acquisi-

tion system, which promotes the signal exaction from the noise.

Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated a more widespread

binocular integration in mouse V1 than previously thought, prob-

ably due to the differences in the acquisition technique and the

definition of the binocular integration used.84 The same could

also apply to our study. Recent works suggest robust differences

in visual tuning in the awake state compared to the anesthetized

state, including increased responsiveness,49 spontaneous activ-

ity, and contrast sensitivity.85 Thus, the neurons responding

strongly to ipsilateral inputs may be more easily identified in a

(E) Quantitative analyses of latency to attack for Ctrl subjected to bilateral vehicle administration and Ctrl and MD mice with bilateral V1 lesions (9 mice for each

group).

(F) Quantitative analyses of latency to attack for Ctrl, Ctrl mice subjected to sham surgery/CPP-only administration, and MD mice subjected to vehicle/CPP

administration in SC (8–10 mice for each group).

(G) Quantitative analyses of distance to attack for Ctrl and MD mice (9 mice for each group).

(H) Quantitative analyses of distance to attack for Ctrl subjected to bilateral vehicle administration and Ctrl and MD mice with bilateral V1 lesion (9 mice for each

group).

(I) Quantitative analyses of distance to attack for Ctrl, Ctrl mice subjected to sham surgery/CPP-only administration, and MD mice subjected to vehicle/CPP

administration in SC (8–10 mice for each group).

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Mann-Whitney U test for (D) and (G) and one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for (E), (F), (H), and (I). *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001.
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relatively sober state. Future studies leveraging eye-specific ma-

nipulations of activity remain to be conducted to resolve the un-

derlying mechanism.

Similarities of the critical period for OD plasticity
between SC and V1
Our data showed that 4-day MD was sufficient to induce an OD

shift of SC binocular neurons toward the non-deprived eye in ju-

veniles. Although 2-day deprivation in the V1 is quite effective,

4-day deprivation is required for a maximal effect.5,86 2-day

deprivation in the SC is insufficient to induce a significant shift to-

ward the non-deprived eye, suggesting that the SCmight have a

higher threshold to initiate OD shift. Our data support the conclu-

sion that the extent of SC OD plasticity varies significantly with

age, similar to the V1.87 Robust OD shift in response to pro-

longed MD has been revealed in the V1 of adult mice,34 rats,88

cats,89,90 and primates.91 A delayed potentiation of the response

to stimulation of the non-deprived eye can account for the OD

shift in adults, which is related to homeostatic plasticity.35

Furthermore, the OD shift in adult SC could be induced with

8-day MD, indicating that a similar homeostatic plasticity could

exist in the adult SC binocular neurons.

The changes in spine morphology probably have a crucial role

in the development and plasticity of the nervous system.36

Despite a long history of research, the relation between morpho-

logical changes in spines and OD plasticity is still not well under-

stood. In line with a previous study,92 we found that filopodia-like

dendritic protrusions are abundant in juvenile animals but virtually

absent in adults. In juvenile mice, within the critical period for V1

development,most of the spines remain stable over a1-month in-

terval. In contrast, in adult mice, a higher ratio of spines remains

stable.92 Classic studies have demonstrated heightened func-

tional and anatomical plasticity within critical periods, during

which the developing nervous system can be rapidly and perma-

nently modified by experience.89,93 However, one unexplainable

question was why the maximal decline effects of 4-day MD

started at P28 but lost its trend at P32. What could give rise to

the structural basis underlying this transition from a plastic state

to a more stable state within 4 days remains unknown. One plau-

sible explanation is that sensory deprivation did not change the

density, length, or shape of spines but markedly reduced protru-

sive motility94; thus, it is conceivable that OD plasticity may be

more closely correlated with spine motility,95 which is hard to im-

age in the SC with in vivo two-photon microscopy unless with an

implanted gradient-index lens or with the cortex removed,96 or

even with ‘‘cortexless’’ mice.52 Also, morphological changes in

spines might occur as a consequence of experience but are not

the cause of plasticity.36

The specific composition of NMDA receptor subunits is

thought to underlie the OD plasticity of the cortex.97 NR2A and

NR2B are two predominant regulatory subunits of NMDA recep-

tors in the V1. A developmental change in the expression level of

NR2A/B subunits occurs concurrently with the decline of visual

plasticity,74,75 which is reversed after visual deprivation.75,98

Here, we showed a similar developmental change of NR2A/B

subunit expression during SC maturation, which is consistent

with previous studies in the V1 and other brain areas.72,73,75

Blocking NMDA receptors with CPP prevented the MD-induced

OD shift in the SC. NR2A-containing receptors are required for

the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP), whereas NR2B re-

ceptors are required for the induction of long-term depression

(LTD).98,99 Both were shown to play a role in our study, suggest-

ing that SC OD plasticity involves a Hebbian synaptic plasticity

mechanism.

Differences in the critical period for OD plasticity
between SC and V1
Most previous studies have investigated the impact of cortical

input on the SC’s feature selectivity in different species,

including mice,49,50,96,100 cats,101–103 and monkeys.104 The ef-

fect of cortical input on the superficial SC’s responsiveness

has been reported to be facilitatory,105 suppressive,101 or insig-

nificant.96 Response selectivity of SC cells has been reported to

be either dependent103 or independent96 of cortical input. Since

the substantial contribution of corticotectal input on the SC

could be completely masked by anesthesia,49 it would be inter-

esting to ask whether the SC OD shift in awake mice could be

influenced by the corticotectal input. In this study, we found

that acute inhibition or sustained lesion of V1 had only negligible

influence on eye-specific changes of SC responses after MD.

Unlike response magnitude, our results indicated that cortical

input does not participate in the OD plasticity of SC cells in anes-

thetized mice. Similarly, the speed tuning, response temporal

dynamics, and selectivity in the SC were not affected by

removing cortical input, albeit with different visual stimuli.49

Since cortical input largely acts as a gain control to the SC,49 it

is possible that silencing the V1 in the awake state would reduce

the response magnitude of contralateral and ipsilateral inputs

proportionally and concurrently, thus not affecting OD shift.

Similar to previous data,106–108 our immunohistological results

showed that PV expression was distributed predominantly in a

sublamina of the superficial SC. OD plasticity could be rescued

in adult V1 by Hya via degrading core components of the

PNNs.62,63,75,109 CSPG’s inhibitory effect on axonal sprouting

suggests that degradationofPNNscould removenon-permissive

substrates for experience-dependent rearrangement of synaptic

connections.61,109,110 Interestingly, we found that removing

PNNs with Hya administration was ineffective in restoring OD

plasticity in adult SC. Our data indicate that this inconsistency

could be attributed to the lower expression of PNN+ neurons,

andPNNs in theSCmaynotaffectasmanyPV+ inhibitoryneurons

as the V1. This indicates that the PV-mediated modulation of OD

plasticity in the V1might not play an important role in the SC. Our

PV+NRG1+ staining data also supported this interpretation.

Relationship between predatory behavior and SC
plasticity
Accumulating literature has evidenced that projection-defined

SC-related circuits participate in predator avoidance,111 prey-

derived sensory cues detection, and prey-capture behavior initi-

ation.112 Binocular vision, which combines information from the

visual field shared by both eyes, is thought to be essential for

predation.78,82 Although it is known that the superficial layers

of the SC primarily receive visual inputs from the retina and

V1,113 whether SC OD shift guides predation and influences

hunting success remains unknown. The hunting behavior
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typically contains stereotyped motor programs, such as prey

search, pursuit, attack, and consumption.114 Prey detection

might originate in the retina, as some RGCs are visually sensitive

to simple stimuli such as approaching visual stimuli or light

flashes.115,116 Binocular vision can break a prey’s camouflage,

estimate the distance between predator and prey more accu-

rately than monocular vision, and improve sensitivity in dim light

and low contrast. Our results are consistent with previous

studies that visual deprivation significantly increased the latency

(and distance) to attack but not the attacking frequency or dura-

tion.78,80 Furthermore, we showed that the impairment was

directly contributed by SC neurons rather than from the V1.

Our results are at odds with previous studies112 in that simulta-

neous bimodal sensory deprivation did not exert an additive ef-

fect on reducing hunting efficiency. One possible explanation is

that apart from vibrissal somatosensory and visual cues, other

sensory modalities, such as auditory cues117,118 and olfactory

senses,118–122 could also be involved for predators to distinguish

prey from the background. The other possible explanation is that

besides SC-related circuits, other brain regions also directly or

indirectly interfere with hunting behavior, such as the lateral hy-

pothalamus,123,124 periaqueductal gray,114 and dorsal anterior

cingulate.125–127 It would be interesting to directly record SC

neuronal activity during prey behavior to see if different groups

of SC neurons encode distinct hunting phases.

Regardless of theprecisemechanisms that remain tobe exam-

ined, our results showed that the eye-specific responses of SC

binocular neurons were not rigid but underwent pronounced

functional OD plasticity. While it still needs to be established to

what degree data obtained in mouse SC could be generalized

to humans, it seems that the current finding of OD plasticity in

mouseSC shouldmake us reevaluate the purely cortical interpre-

tations of amblyopia, and the previous treatment for amblyopia

may have neglected an important affected central locus.

Limitations of the study
There are several limitations of the study. First of all, the absolute

changes in the SC responses to deprived-eye and non-

deprived-eye stimulation remain unexplored, so we cannot

ascertain whether there exist two temporally distinct processes

causing the SC OD shift after MD, as in the V1. This could be

examined with a chronic recording method to document the ki-

netics of OD shift in mouse SC. Moreover, owing to technical dif-

ficulties, it remains challenging to assess whether remodeling of

RGC axons underlies OD plasticity at the synaptic level, which

would require in vivo functional and structural approaches to

help address this. Last but not the least, we still do not know

the exact role that NRG1 plays in the regulation of SC OD plas-

ticity. A further in-depth investigation of NRG1’s role requires

additional studies of the complete signaling pathway down-

stream of NRG1, which could probably lead to a change of

the balance between excitation and inhibition (E-I balance) or

NMDA receptor functions.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Yu Gu

(guyu_@fudan.edu.cn).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit monoclonal anti- Parvalbumin Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 80561S

wisteria floribunda agglutinin Sigma L1516

Mouse monoclonal anti-GABA Sigma Cat# A0310

Alexa Fluor 594 Abcam Cat# ab150080

Alexa Fluor 647 Abcam Cat# ab150115

FITC-conjugated

Streptavidin

Sangon Cat# D110512

NR2A Abclonal Cat# A0924

NR2B Abclonal Cat# A3056

GAPDH Abclonal Cat# AC002

Anti-rabbit IgG

HRP-linked Antibody

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 7074S

Anti-Mouse IgG

HRP-linked Antibody

Abclonal Cat# AS003

DAPI Solarbio Cat# C0065

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Cholera toxin subunit B 488 Invitrogen Cat# C34775

Cholera toxin subunit B 594 Invitrogen Cat# C34777

DiI Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# D282

Muscimol Bio-Techne Cat# 0289/10

TNC 201 MCE Cat# HY-13457

Ro 25-6981 Abcam Cat# ab120290

CPP Abcam Cat# ab120160

NMDA Sigma Cat# M3262

Critical commercial assays

Pierce Rapid Gold BCA Kit Beyotime Cat# P0010

Nissl Stain Kit Solarbio Cat# G1430

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/67 Jackson Laboratory Stock No: 000664

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism version 8 GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA https://www.graphpad.com/

Imaris 364 software version 8.1.2 Oxford Instruments https://imaris.oxinst.cn/

Adobe Illustrator CC Adobe https://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.net/software/imagej

Python software 3.9.8 Python https://www.python.org/

Psychopy Psychopy https://www.psychopy.org/

Neuroexplorer Plexon https://plexon.com/products/neuroexplorer/

Offline Sorter v4.0 Plexon Inc https://plexon.com/offline-sorter-v-4-4-0/
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Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a completedMaterials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
(1) All original data reported in this paper are available from the lead contact upon request.

(2) This paper does not report the original code.

(3) Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animals
Wild-type (male and female C57BL/6J randomly) mice were used in this study, aged P13, 21, 22, 28, 32, 33 and 60. All mice were

housed at a constant temperature (24�C) with ad libitum access to a standard rodent diet under a 12 h:12 h light/dark cycle

(�200 lux white ambient illumination for light cycle). All efforts were made to minimize animal discomfort. All animal procedures

were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Fudan University and the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of Tianjin Medical University.

METHOD DETAILS

Monocular deprivation
Mice of various ages were anesthetized with isoflurane (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen) in the air (4% for induction, 1–2% for main-

tenance). The area immediately surrounding the eye to be sutured was wiped with saline. The upper and lower lid margins were

trimmed, and the eye was flushed with saline. An antibiotic ointment (CISEN, Wenshang) was applied to the eye to decrease the inci-

dence of postoperative infection and inflammation. Three to four mattress sutures were performed using 6-0 silk (Lingqiao, Ningbo),

opposing the full extent of the trimmed lids. Animals were recovered by placing them on a heating pad maintained at 37�C through a

feedback rectal thermo probe (Harvard Apparatus, USA) and returned to their cages when fully alert and mobile. Animals were

checked daily to make sure that their eyes remained closed and uninfected. Only animals whose lid fusions remained intact

throughout the 4d period or long-termmonocular deprivation (LTMD, 8 days) were considered in the results, whereasmice with scar-

ring of the cornea and signs of infection were excluded from the study. Control animals are littermates that went through surgery with

upper and lower lid margins trimmed but not sutured.

Cannula injection
Mice were placed in a plastic chamber, anesthetized with isoflurane in the air (5% for induction, 1–2% for maintenance), and then

restrained in a stereotaxic apparatus (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen), and their scalp was shaved and disinfected with 75% ethanol.

Artificial tear (HYLO, Germany) was used to protect the eyes of the animals from drying during surgery. A skull drill was used to

perform two small craniotomies above the bilateral SC (AP, �3.5 to �3.9mm; ML, ±0.5 to 1.0 mm, DV, �1.0 to �1.6 mm), and a

27G stainless-steel cannula with a plastic cup (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen) was affixed to the bone using dental cement (LELE,

Shanghai). A matched obturator cap was used to seal the cannula. The animals were then maintained at approximately 37�C on

an electric heating blanket and housed separately until complete recovery from anesthesia. Animals were allowed to recover for

at least 3 days before infusions. An osmotic pump (Longer Pump, Longer Precision Pump Co., Ltd.) was connected to the cannula

through a syringe. CPP (1.5mL/side, Abcam, ab120160, 2 mg/mL diluted with ACSF solution)/TCN201(2mL/side, MCE, HY-13457,

100mM diluted with ACSF solution)/Ro25-6981(2mL/side, Abcam, ab120290, 0.88 mM diluted with ACSF solution)/hyaluronidase

(Hya, 2mL/side, Sigma-Aldrich, H-1136, 200 U/mL diluted with PBS solution) was daily injected via an osmotic pump into bilateral

SC at 750 nL/min. After the injection, the syringe remained in the brain for 10min to allow for diffusion of the drug. Before the behavior

test and in vivo electrophysiology, the cannula was carefully removed to prevent conflict with the following manipulations.

Stereotaxic injection
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane as aforementioned and restrained on a stereotaxic apparatus (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen)

by nose clip and ear bars. Erythromycin ointment (Guangdong Hengjian Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd) was applied to keep the corneal

moist. The scalp was shaved and cleaned, and then a linear incision on the skin was made to expose the skull, which was subse-

quently cleaned with a cotton swab dipped in PBS. The brain was adjusted to be flat in both x and y coordinates. According to

‘‘The Mouse Brain’’ (Keith B.J. Franklin and George Paxinos, the third edition, Elsevier), bregma was defined as the origin of stereo-

taxic with x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, and lambda was defined as x = 0, y =�4.2 mm, z = 0. Injection coordinates for SC were x = 0.5 to 1.0 mm,

y =�3.5 to�3.9 mm, z =�1.0 to�1.6 mm, for V1 were x = 2.6 to 3.1 mm, y =�3.4 to�4.0 mm, z =�0.4 to�0.6 mm. If the distance

between bregma and lambda was not 4.2 mm, the coordinates for the injection site were calculated proportionally. The skull above

the target area was drilled open and a glass pipette (WPI, pulled by Sutter P97) was inserted into the injection site. 150-200nL cholera

toxin subunit B 594 (CTB594, Invitrogen, C34777, 1 mg/mL) was unilaterally injected into SC, and 200nL N-methyl-d-aspartic acid

(NMDA, Sigma-Aldrich, M326) was bilaterally injected into V1 or SC at the rate of 0.5 nL/s for each site. 1 injection site for
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CTB594 and 6 injection sites for NMDA were randomly chosen within the area for each hemisphere. After injection, the glass pipette

was pulled out slowly for 10 min. CTB594 injected mice were perfused and brains were fixed with 4% PFA 4 days later, sliced on a

vibratome machine (Leica, VT 1000S) at a thickness of 100mm and imaged with fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ni). NMDA-

injected mice were put back into the home cage and followed by a behavior test.

Eye injection
Borosilicate glass microcapillaries were made into injection needles with a tip diameter of 5–10 mm using a P-97 micropipette

puller (Sutter Instrument, USA). The tip was beveled with an EG-401 micropipette grinder (Narishige Group, Japan). The injection

needles were filled with paraffin oil and mounted on a microsyringe (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen), and 2mL of CTB488 (Invitrogen,

1 mg/mL, in 0.01M PBS) was then drawn up into the needle. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (RWD Life Science, Shenzhen)

in the air (4% for induction, 1–2% for maintenance). To prevent corneal drying, 0.3% sodium hyaluronate eye drops (one drop

every 5 min) were applied to the eyes while the animals were anesthetized and during the intravitreal injection. One drop of prop-

aracaine was instilled into each eye to block local reflexes, and the depth of anesthesia was confirmed by gently touching the

conjunctiva 1–2 min later. After the conjunctival reflex disappeared, the mouse was placed under the microscope, and the con-

junctiva below the corneal limbus was clamped with forceps to make the eyeball protrude out of the orbit, and the equatorial plane

of the eyeball was kept in a horizontal and stable state. Then the position and the angle of the needle tip were adjusted to make the

needle tip form an angle of 30� with the equatorial plane of the eyeball. The needle tip was then carefully and slowly inserted

through the sclera into the vitreous cavity of the mouse, avoiding piercing the lens, and a total of 1035 nL of CTB488 (69 nL

once, 15 times in total) was finally injected with a syringe pump (Legato 130, KD Scientific, USA) into the vitreous of the left

eye. After injection, the needle was left in the vitreous cavity for 1min to prevent liquid leakage, and then slowly removed. The

eye was gently returned to the socket by closing the eyelids, tobramycin ointment was then applied to the cornea and the injection

area. CTB594 (Invitrogen, 1 mg/mL, in 0.01M PBS) was drawn up into a new needle with another microsyringe and the injection was

conducted in the right eye in the same way. After the injection, the mice were placed on a heating pad for complete recovery

before being transferred back to their home cage. After 4d period of habituation, CTB488 and CTB594 injected mice were

perfused and brains were fixed with 4% PFA for 18 h at 4�C. The brains were then mounted on a vibratome machine (Leica,

VT 1000S) sliced coronally at a thickness of 100mm and imaged with confocal microscopy (Leica, SP8 SR). High-resolution images

on the same plane were combined with Leica Application Suite X (Leica Microsystems, USA). For each animal, all the analyzed

high-resolution combined images were from 4 coronal slices in the anteroposterior coordinate of AP -3.5 to �3.8mm. Images

were background subtracted. The value of 3 standard deviations above the mean gray value in a non-labeled brain region of

the analyzed channel was used as background. The regions of interest (ROIs) were confined in the superficial superior colliculus

(sSC). The borders of the sSC were outlined manually according to the fluorescence signals of both channels. Thus, the ROI in the

ipsilateral hemisphere of the SC for the retinal input from the right eye/deprived eye can still be accurately selected. The mean gray

values of the analyzed channel in the ROIs of each hemisphere of the SC were used for statistical analysis. The measurements of 4

slices were averaged for each animal. The averaged mean gray values were compared between the Ctrl group and the MD group

for each postnatal age.

In vivo electrophysiology
Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of urethane (1–1.25 g/kg, diluted to 10% in saline solution, Sigma-Aldrich)

and then sedated with chlorprothixene (Abcam, ab143077, 5 mg/kg in DMSO, i.m). The suture was removed with fine scissors and

examined under a stereomicroscope before electrophysiological recordings. The skin covering the scalp was removed to expose the

skull. A metal head plate was implanted on top of the skull with Super-Bond (C&B, Japan), and the plate was thenmounted to a stand

on the vibration isolation table. Both contralateral and ipsilateral eyes were treated with a thin layer of silicone oil to prevent dehy-

dration. A small craniotomy (�2 mm2) was made on the skull to expose SC (craniotomy centers for most recordings: AP,

�3.8 mm; ML, +0.5 mm; for recordings in the anterior portion of the SC: AP, �3.4mm; ML, +0.5 mm; for recordings in the middle

and lateral portion of the SC: AP, �4.1mm; ML, +1.2 mm; for recordings in the posterior portion of the SC: AP, �4.7mm;

ML, +0.5 mm; expanded recordings were made for mapping the distribution of binocular cells throughout the SC, but no recording

was made for the portion of the SC below the area covered by the venous sinus) or binocular V1 (V1b, AP, �4.0 mm; ML, +3.0 mm).

Probes were coated in 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindocarbocyanine percolate (DiI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, D282) for

post-procedure visualization of probe placement. Penetration depth measured by distance from the pia in re-constructions was

well-matched to the estimates obtained from the distance traveled in the micromanipulator. The exposed brain was kept moist

with ACSF. Throughout recordings, the toe-pinch reflexwasmonitored and additional urethane (5%)was supplemented if necessary.

The animal’s temperature wasmaintained at 37�Con a heating pad (Harvard Apparatus, USA) onwhich the animal rested throughout

the experiment. For drug administration (CPP/TCN201/Ro25-6981/Hya) experiments, all recordings were performed from the trajec-

tory of cannula implantation.

During recording, silicon probes (16 channels, ASSY-1-16-1, Lotus Biochips, USA) were inserted perpendicular to the pial surface.

Recording sites were 1000–1500 mm below the pial surface for SC and 400–600 mm for V1. V1 was left intact during the SC record-

ings. For each animal, 5–10 penetrations were made and cells recorded across all depths were included in our recordings. For the

muscimol (5mM, Bio-Techne) administration experiment, to ascertain single units were recorded specifically from the deep layers of
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V1, only recordings made at depths of more than 500mm were included in this study, and the depths were confirmed for a subset of

recordings by subsequent DiI staining and penetration re-construction.

Visual stimuli
Stimuli were presented using an LCD monitor (40 3 40 cm, 60 Hz refresh rate, 100% contrast, �35-45 cd/m2 luminance) placed

20 cm in front of the animal. Sinusoidal gratings drifting perpendicular to their orientations were generated with the PsychoPy

(v3.00) package. The direction of the gratings varied between 0� and 330� (12 steps at 30� spacing) in a pseudorandom sequence.

The spatial frequency of the stimuli was set at 0.04 cycle/degree while the temporal frequency at 2 Hz. Each stimulus was presented

for 1.5 s, with a 1.5 s inter-stimulus gray screen interval to determine the spontaneous firing rate. To calculate the visually-evoked

spiking response, the spontaneous spiking rate was subtracted from the total rate at each stimulus condition. For each recording

session, the sequence was repeated for at least 5 trials in a pseudorandom order in two different ocular conditions: monocularly

to the eye contralateral to the recording site, and monocularly to the ipsilateral eye. For monocular conditions, an opaque piece

of cardboard was placed directly in front of the opposite eye to prevent it from viewing the screen. For each identified unit, we deter-

mined if the unit was visually responsive under each ocular condition. A unit was determined to be visually responsive if 1) the

response to the preferred stimulus was significantly different from the spontaneous rate based on a one-way ANOVA comparing

the spontaneous rate and responses to all orientations shown at the preferred, 2) themean firing rate elicited by the preferred stimulus

was greater than 2 standard deviations above the spontaneous rate of the unit, 3) the firing rate elicited by the preferred stimulus was

greater than 2 standard deviations above the spontaneous rate in at least two-thirds of the trial. Units that were determined to be

visually responsive under any ocular condition were utilized for further analysis. At the end of each session, both eyes were occluded

to make sure the cardboard was indeed opaque.

Spike detection and sorting
The recorded data from the electric activity of neurons were exported to and analyzed via an offline sorter software(v4.0) (Plexon Inc.,

Dallas, TX) as described before.128 Spikes were detected throughmanual amplitude threshold discrimination, with a waveform length

of 800ms, threshold period of 200ms, and dead time of 800ms. The threshold value was assigned two times the standard deviations of

the amplitude of background activity. Waveforms with uncharacteristic shapes, such as those caused by stimulus or movement ar-

tifacts and an abnormal Inter Spike Interval (ISI<1ms) will be excluded in this procedure for subsequent analysis. Next, spike sorting

was performed to classify the electric activity of single units based on principal component analysis which was performed to score

spikes with a high degree of similarity in a 3D feature space, then with Semi-Automatic Clustering using the best algorithm (K-Means,

Standard E-M, etc.). Finally, spike clusters with a minimum evoked firing rate >3 spikes/s to at least one stimulus direction were

defined as clear contralateral or ipsilateral responses, and all the data of these units were saved for further analysis.

NeuroExplorer (version 5.23, Nex Technologies, Colorado Springs) was used to analyze the firing activity of clusters of neurons.

The quality of sorted data was validated through auto-correlogram analysis because it displays a single spike train against itself.

Another tool that compares the arrival times of spike trains is a cross-correlogram. Through cross-correlogram, the different identi-

fied clusters of spikes were explored to validate the exact number of neurons in each set of recorded data. Finally, the average firing

rate histograms were generated and verified for all neurons, over the entire period of the recording session.

Electrophysiological data analysis
SC binocular neurons were assigned OD scores according to the methods of the Hubel and Wiesel classification system with some

modifications.5,62 Optimal stimuli were presented to either eye alternately, and the relative strength of the response was determined.

Cells were assigned an OD score of 1 if the contralateral versus ipsilateral response ratio (C/I) was >10 and 7 if C/I < 0.1. Cells

responding equally well to stimuli presented to either eye (0.667 < C/I < 1.5) were assigned an OD score of 4. OD scores of

2 (3 < C/I < 10) or 3 (1.5 < C/I < 3) and 5 (0.333 < C/I < 0.667) or 6 (0.1 < C/I < 0.333) were assigned if the cell responded better or

was dominated by response to stimuli presented to the contralateral and ipsilateral eye, respectively. Only cells with clear ipsilateral

response were considered in the results. The contralateral bias index (CBI) was calculated according to the formula:

CBI = [(n1�n7) + (2/3) (n2�n6) + (1/3) (n3�n5) +N] / 2N,

where N = total number of cells and nx = number of cells with OD scores equal to x.

For mapping the distribution of binocular cells throughout the SC, the ocular dominance index (ODI) was used to assess the binoc-

ularity of the SC neurons. The ODI was calculated according to the formula: ODI = (C-I)/(C + I), where C and I represent the response

magnitude to the contralateral and ipsilateral eyes, respectively. The proportion of binocular cells in each SC location was defined as

the ratio of the number of binocularly responsive cells to the number of all recorded visually responsive cells at the location.

Dil staining
Dendritic spines were visualized using a fluorescent lipophilic dye, DiI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, D282),129,130 which exhibits high

photostability and prominent fluorescence, thus serving as an effective means of illuminating the morphological dendritic arboriza-

tions and spines. Mice were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of isoflurane and immediately perfused intracardially with saline

followed by cold 1.5%paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1Mphosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The brain was dissected carefully and postfixed in
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the same fixative for 2 h at 4�C. The brain was sliced for 100 mm thick with Leica vibratome and then collected on glass slides. The

sonicated fine powdered DiI was placed gently with the aid of a thin histological needle. The exposed tissue sections on glass slides

covered with PBSwere kept at room temperature for approximately 16 h in the dark. PBSwas removed before the final fixation of the

tissue with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 30 min. The slices were washed with PBS for 10 min twice and mounted under a cover-

slip with anti-fading non-diluted mounting media. To prevent the mounting media from drying, the borders of the coverslip were

sealed with fast-drying nail polish. The dendrites of interest (predominantly focusing on the anterior-medial crescent of SC) can

be visualized and reconstructed by adding the z stack of images using the Nikon software.

Perineuronal nets staining
To stain perineuronal nets (PNNs), free-floating sections were washed in PBS 3 times and incubated for 2 h in a blocking solution (3%

BSA in PBS for WFA staining) at RT. The sections were then incubated overnight at 4�C with Lectin from Wisteria floribunda (WFA

1:200, Sigma), a lectin that recognizes most N-acetylgalactosamine residues present in PNNs. After primary antibody incubation,

the sections werewashed in PBS followed by secondary antibody incubation with FITC-labeled streptavidin (1:200, Sangon Biotech).

Each staining round was accompanied by nuclear counterstaining with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI 1:1,000, Solarbio) in

PBS. All slides were mounted with anti-fading Fluoromount (Sigma, F4680) and left at 4�C in a dark chamber until imaging. The brain

sections were acquired using identical parameters with fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ni), SC and V1b were identified ac-

cording to Mouse Brain Atlas (Keith B.J. Franklin and George Paxinos, the third edition, Elsevier). 5 z sections were stacked for each

image, exported as TIFF files. The number of WFA-positive neurons in the V1 binocular zone was counted by ImageJ in an area of

5003 550 mm, and SC in an area of 8503 700 mm. The average cell density of eachmouse was compared between the experimental

groups.

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were anesthetized with an overdose of isoflurane and immediately perfused intracardially with saline followed by ice-cold 4%

paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Brains were dissected and postfixed in the same fixative overnight at

4�C, followed by equilibration in 30% sucrose in PBS for over 48 h. The 30 mm thick coronal sections were made in a cryostat

and then stored at�80�C. To stain PV, GABA, and NRG1, the rabbit polyclonal antibody against PV, themousemonoclonal antibody

against GABA, and the mouse monoclonal antibody against NRG1 were used (PV, 1:1000, Swant; GABA, 1:1000, Sigma; NRG1,

1:200, CL488-66492, Proteintech). Sections were first washed three times (10 min for each) in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline

(13 PBS, pH 7.4), then blocked in 5% normal goat serum (NGS) and 0.3% Triton X-100 (Solarbio, T8200) in PBS for 1 h, and finally

incubated in the PBS solution containing primary antibodies overnight at 4�C. After three washes (10 min for each) in PBS, the sec-

tions were incubated in PBS containing secondary antibodies for 2 h at room temperature. After three 5-min washes in PBS, sections

were incubated in DAPI (Solarbio, C0065) staining solution for 10min. After another round of three 5-minwashings in PBS, the stained

sections were mounted onto glass slides, air-dried, and covered slipped with Mounting Medium (Yeasen, 36308ES20).

Nissl staining
Sections mounted on gelatine-coated slides were dehydrated with an ascending series of ethanol, treated with xylene for 5 min, and

rehydrated in a descending series of ethanol andMilliQwater. Then, the sectionswere treatedwith 1%cresyl violet (Solarbio) solution

for 1 h in 56�C followed by differentiation in Nissl Differentiation solution for 2 min. Then, the sections were dehydrated in ascending

series of ethanol, treated with xylene, and coverslipped using DPX Mounting medium (Sigma–Aldrich, USA) and visualized with a

microscope.

Western blot
The SC of P13, P28, and P60mice were dissected under deep anesthesia with isoflurane. The bilateral SC of eachmouse wasmixed

as one sample. Proteins were extracted with RIPA lysis buffer containing a complete EDTA-free protein inhibitor cocktail (Roche

Applied Science). After blocking in 5% nonfat dry milk (Beyotime, P0216) in 20 mM PBST, the PVDF membranes were incubated

with rabbit anti-NR2A (1:2000, ABclonal, A0924) and rabbit anti-NR2B (1:2000, ABclonal, A3056), respectively. Housekeeping

proteins were probed with mouse anti-GAPDH (1:2000, ABclonal, AC002) antibodies, followed by the respective HRP-conjugated

secondary antibodies (1:2000, CST). The membranes were then developed using SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Sub-

strate (Tanno, 180-501W). Western blot analysis was repeated multiple times, and the optical density of each band was determined

using ImageJ software and normalized to GAPDH.

Predatory hunting
The procedure of the predatory hunting experiment was modified from a published method.80,112 In brief, all mice used for cricket

hunting were singly housed and pre-habituated with crickets for 3 days (2 days with 2.5-g chow restriction, and 1 day ad libitum).

During the habituation period, six crickets (three young and three adult crickets, purchased from www.taobao.com) were introduced

overnight. Before hunting practice or the test, themice were transferred to the testing room and habituated to the room conditions for

3 h before the experiments started. The arena was cleaned with 70% ethanol to eliminate odor cues from other mice. The mice were

let freely explore the cage for 10 min before the experiment, and crickets were gently put in the opposite corner to where the mice
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were. Hunting behaviors were measured in a home cage without regular mouse bedding. After entering, the mice were allowed to

explore the arena for 10 min, followed by the introduction of a cricket. For each mouse, predatory hunting was repeated for three

trials, each trial began with the introduction of prey to the cage. The trial ended when the predator finished ingesting the captured

prey, and the cricket debris was removed before beginning a new trial. After the tests, the mice were put back in their home cage.

The counting of time was initiated once the cricket was introduced into the arena. Mouse behavior was recorded in the arena using

an overhead camera (50 frames/s, Point Gray Research). The behavioral events were manually analyzed by playing back the re-

corded videos.We used three parameters (latency to attack, attack duration, and attack frequency) to quantify the efficiency of pred-

atory hunting of mice. All behaviors were scored by the same experimenters, who were blinded to the animal treatments.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software (version 8.3) and custom Python scripts. Parametric unpaired

Student’s t-test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney test were applied to compare data from different groups of data when needed,

while a paired Student’s t-test was used for two measurements within the same subject. A one-way ANOVA was used to determine

the significance between three or more independent experimental groups, followed by Tukey’s post hoc test for pairwise compar-

isons when ANOVA p < 0.05. Data were expressed as mean ± SEM, and significance was placed at p < 0.05. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001 applicable to all figures.
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